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Who am I?

- Yasuhiro Orange Morishita
  - Technical public relations
    - Providing information and capacity building on DNS and domain name related technologies
    - Cooperation with related organizations when security incident occurs
  - (Formerly) system/network engineer and DNS researcher
    - Co-author of RFC 4074 (in 2005)
      - “Common Misbehavior Against DNS Queries for IPv6 Addresses”
        » Such behavior can block IPv4 communication that should actually be available, cause a significant delay in name resolution, or even make a denial of service attack
    - WIDE Project member since 1990 (and present)
Situations in Japan (1/2)

- National CERT of Japan: **JPCERT/CC** and **NISC**
  - Work together as a national CERT since 2015
- **JPCERT/CC**: a “CSIRT of CSIRTs” in the Japanese community
  - Established in 1996 as “JaPan Computer Emergency Response Team Coordination Center”
    - The first CSIRT established in Japan
  - **Not a government agency**
- **NISC**: a governmental CERT in Japan
  - Established in 2005 as “National Information Security Center”
  - Re-organized in 2015 as “National center of Incident readiness and Strategy for Cybersecurity”, under the Japanese Cabinet
Situations in Japan (2/2)

• Government has regulated name server function of .jp as a “specified domain name telecommunications service”
  - By revision of Telecommunications Business Law since 2015
  - It defines service outage of JP DNS
• Government does not regulate data entry function of .jp
Collaboration between JPRS and JPCERT/CC

• **Special collaboration team** is formed by three **JP* parties** in sharing security information
  - Triggered by the Kaminsky-style attacks security incident in 2008
  - Collaborative works for responding DNS-related security incidents
  - Information exchange by mailing list / face-to-face meetings
    - Both in normal times and in the event of security incidents

• Team members
  - **JPRS** (as domain name registry)
  - **JPNIC** (as network information center)
  - **JPCERT/CC** (as national CERT)
Collaboration between JPRS and NISC

• NISC publishes “Critical Infrastructure Newsletter” periodically
  - NISC defines 14 “Critical Infrastructures”
    • *Information & communication*, Finance, Aviation, Airport, Railway, Electric power supply, Gas supply, Government & administration, Medical, Water, Logistics, Chemical industries, Credit card, Petroleum industries
  - Sharing security information related to critical infrastructures

• JPRS shares its security related advices to NISC for adding the link to its newsletter
JPRS’s Motivation for the collaboration

• Can deliver security information to related parties
  - **Widely**
    - JPRS can deliver security information to .JP registrars (about 600 entities)
      - Many of the registrars also provide DNS services
    - JPNIC can deliver security information to their members as a network information center
    - JPCERT/CC and NISC can deliver security information to community-wide
  - **Easy to understand**
    - JPRS performs technical verification of security information as a DNS operator, and advises to the community in Japanese (our local language!)
Examples of collaborative work

- Jointly advise to the Japanese Internet community
  - **DNS software vulnerabilities**
    - Target: BIND and some major DNS software
    - Coordination for mutual links for each document
    - Share and technical review of each document
  - **Critical security incidents**
    - The Kaminsky-style attacks (2008)
    - Domain name hijacking (2014)
      - By unauthorized rewriting of registration information
      - nikkei.com (famous business newspaper’s company), and well-known gTLD domains
    - Zone data breach from authoritative servers (2016)
      - By zone transfer requests to authoritative servers with improper settings
Examples of collaborative work
(CVE-2021-25219: BIND vulnerability)

• Advice of JPCERT/CC

- ISC BIND 9.12.0から9.16.21までのバージョン
- BIND 9.12.0から9.16.21までのバージョン
- BIND 9.3.0から9.11.35までのバージョン
- BIND development branch 9.17.0から9.17.18までのバージョン

Related document (Japanese)

株式会社日本レジストリサービス（JPRS）
BIND 9.xの脆弱性（パフォーマンスの低下）について（CVE-2021-25219） - バージョンアップを推奨 -

• Advice of NISC
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